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ABSTRACT

1.

In this paper, we present Vigilare system, a kernel integrity
monitor that is architected to snoop the bus traffic of the
host system from a separate independent hardware. This
snoop-based monitoring enabled by the Vigilare system, overcomes the limitations of the snapshot-based monitoring employed in previous kernel integrity monitoring solutions. Being based on inspecting snapshots collected over a certain
interval, the previous hardware-based monitoring solutions
cannot detect transient attacks that can occur in between
snapshots. We implemented a prototype of the Vigilare
system on Gaisler’s grlib-based system-on-a-chip (SoC) by
adding Snooper hardware connections module to the host
system for bus snooping. To evaluate the benefit of snoopbased monitoring, we also implemented similar SoC with
a snapshot-based monitor to be compared with. The Vigilare system detected all the transient attacks without performance degradation while the snapshot-based monitor could
not detect all the attacks and induced considerable performance degradation as much as 10% in our tuned STREAM
benchmark test.

To protect the integrity of operating system kernels, many
security researchers strive to make their security monitors
independent from the host system that is being monitored.
Recent efforts on this kernel integrity monitoring can be categorized into two groups: hardware based approaches [20,
30] and hypervisor based approaches [14, 24]. Recently, approaches based on hypervisors have gained popularity. However, as hypervisors are becoming more and more complex,
hypervisors themselves are exposed to numerous software
vulnerabilities [1, 2, 3, 4]. Several approaches [7, 28] noted
that inserting an additional software layer to protect the integrity of hypervisors may not be sufficient. The additional
layer will introduce new sets of vulnerabilities in a similar
fashion of the hypervisors; inserting another padding with a
software layer for security may enhance security temporarily,
but it does not provide a fundamental solution. As a solution for this, they introduced hardware-supported schemes
to monitor the integrity of hypervisors.
Most of the existing solutions to kernel integrity monitoring make use of snapshot analysis schemes; they are usually
assisted by some type of hardware component that enables
saving of the memory contents into a snapshot, and then perform an analysis to find the traces of a rootkit attack. HyperSentry [7], Copilot [20], and HyperCheck [28] are exemplary approaches on snapshot-based kernel integrity monitoring. A custom Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI)
card to create snapshots of the memory via Direct Memory Access (DMA) in Copilot, and the System Management
Mode (SMM) [12] are utilized to implement the snapshotbased kernel integrity monitors in HyperCheck and HyperSentry.
Snapshot-based monitoring schemes in general have an inherent weakness because they only inspect the snapshots collected over a certain interval, missing the evanescent changes
in between the intervals. The term transient attack refers to
attacks which do not leave persistent traces in memory contents, but it still achieves its goal by using only momentary
and transitory manipulations.
Attackers can exploit this critical limitation of snapshotbased kernel integrity monitoring. If attackers know the existence of a snapshot-based integrity monitor and estimate
the time and the interval of snapshot-taking, they could devise a stealthy malware that subverts the kernel only in between the snapshots and restores all modification back to
normal by the time of the next snapshot interval. This is
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INTRODUCTION

called as scrubbing attack, and HyperSentry [7] addressed
this by making it impossible for the attackers to predict
when the snapshots will be taken. However, attackers can
still create a transient attack that leaves its traces as minimal as possible without knowing exact time that snapshot
is taken. If the traces are left in the memory for a short
time, there is a chance that it can avoid being captured in
snapshot, and not detected. HyperSentry also noted it was
not designed to address such transient attack.
As to detecting such attacks using snapshot-based approaches, raising the rate of snapshot-taking might increase
the probability of detection. However, frequent snapshottaking would inevitably introduce increased overhead to the
host system. Randomizing the snapshot interval of the monitor can be another solution to defeat such deliberately designed transient attacks. Nonetheless, the detection rate
would greatly depend on luck and not be consistent. If the
transient attack is short-lived, not repeating its transient
attacks, the chance of detection based on random snapshot
interval would be low.
In this paper, we propose Vigilare, a snoop-based integrity
monitoring scheme that overcomes the limitations of existing kernel integrity monitoring solutions. The Vigilare integrity monitoring system takes a fundamentally different
approach; it monitors the operation of the host system by
“snooping” the bus traffic of the host system from a separate
independent system located outside the host system. This
provides the Vigilare system with the capability to observe
all host system activities, and yet being completely independent from any potential compromise or attacks in the
host system. This snoop-based architecture enables security
monitoring of virtually all system activities. All processor
instructions and data transfers among I/O devices, memory, and processor must go through the system’s bus. By
monitoring this critical path, Vigilare system acquires the
capability to observe all activities to locate malicious system transactions. This Vigilare system is composed of the
following components. Snooper on the Vigilare system is
connected to the system bus of the main system, and collects the contents of real-time bus traffic. Snooper delivers
the accrued bus traffic to Verifier. The main functionality of
Verifier is to examine the snooped data to look for a single
or a certain sequence of processor executions that violates
the integrity of the host system.
In summary, this paper’s contribution includes the following:
First, we present the design of Vigilare system as a single
SoC (System-on-a-Chip), with Linux as its main operating
system, and our prototype implementation on the Gaisler
grlib-based SoC by adding newly designed Snooper hardware connections module to the host system for bus snooping. To the best of our knowledge [9], our Vigilare is the first
hardware integrity monitor that implements snooping capability of the bus traffic to perform integrity analysis of the
operating system kernel. Although most of the hardwarebased approaches were based on snapshot analysis, there
was an approach that employed event-driven integrity monitoring [24], which has some similarities to the snoop-based
monitoring. However, it was a hypervisor-based approach
which is not a perfectly safe execution environment as we
mentioned.
Second, to illustrate and better understand the benefit
of our snooper-based approach in comparison with previous

snapshot-based approaches, we also implemented a similar
SoC with a snapshot-based monitor, and created a sample
transient attack testing code with tunable parameters for the
experiment testing. The sample attack code takes advantage
of the snapshot-based solutions and we show how Vigilare
effectively deals with the attack.
Third, we then present our comparison evaluation study,
reporting that the Vigilare system detected all the transient
attacks on immutable regions without performance degradation while the snapshot-based monitor could not detect all
the attacks and induced considerable performance degradation with an average of 17.5 % for 50ms snapshot interval
in our tuned STREAM benchmark test. This is due to the
performance overhead incurred by the memory access to acquire snapshots periodically, which also consumes memory
bandwidth at the host. In contrast, the Vigilare system
replicates the bus traffic of the host system using dedicated
hardware module, so the snooping can be performed without incurring any memory bandwidth consumption at the
host system.
The rest of this paper is composed of the following: first
we describe our assumptions and threat model in Section 2
and define the transient attack in Section 3. Also, we explain
the Vigilare system in detail in Section 4. We provide more
details about our prototypes in Section 5, and evaluate our
implementations in Section 6. We discuss limitations and
future works in Section 7, related works in Section 8 and
conclude our paper in Section 9.

2.
2.1

ASSUMPTIONS AND THREAT MODEL
Assumptions

We assume that the host system is already compromised
by an attacker, that is, the attacker has gained the administrator’s privilege on the host system. In addition, we assume
that the attacker has no physical access to the entire system
therefore we can rule out the possibility of hardware modification. Thus, we are limiting the manipulation by the
attacker in the realm of software; no modification should affect the operation of the Vigilare system SoC hardware or
any other hardware components.

2.2

Threat Model

The primary threat that the Vigilare system strives to
mitigate is the kernel-level rootkits. As mentioned previously, we assume that the attackers have already gained
control over the host system, and continue their attack while
hiding the evidence of their intrusion. To achieve such goals,
they are capable of modifying some parts of kernel. For instance, the attackers can install kernel rootkit that places
hooks on critical system calls. Another assumption is that
the attackers are aware of the presence of some kind of security monitor. The attackers aim to avoid detection with the
best of their knowledge. One possible technique is to minimize and avoid an obvious and permanent modification to
the kernel. By hiding the traces of malware left in the host
memory, the attackers could lower the probability of getting detected. We define such malicious behavior transient
attacks and the details will be covered in the next section.

3.

TRANSIENT ATTACK

As mentioned in previous sections, previous kernel integrity monitoring schemes that utilize memory snapshots
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to find the traces of rootkits are vulnerable to transient attacks. On the other hand, Vigilare solves such shortcomings
with its bus traffic monitoring architecture. In this section,
we define the term transient attack, introduce some examples of such attacks, and discuss the challenges in detecting
these transient attacks.

  

3.1 Definition
Transient attack is an attack whose traces do not incur
persistent changes to the victim’s system. In such scenarios, the evidence of malicious system modification is visible
for a short time period. In turn, detecting the modification becomes difficult. The term transient attack is defined
rather broadly; any attack that does not leave permanent
changes can be classified as transient attacks. The softtimer based rootkit technique presented in the work by J.
Wei et al. shows the aspects of transient kernel rootkit [29].
The rootkit designed by J. Wei et al. takes advantage of
Linux timer data structure to convey the malicious code
and execute it at the scheduled time. Since the code that
had been contained in the timer is discarded shortly after its
execution, its trace is not only difficult to locate but it also
stays in the memory for a very short time. The exploitation
of Linux soft-timer is a mere example, more sophisticated
transient attacks that can nullify traditional rootkit detection solutions are here to stay.

3.2

  







  

 

 



Figure 1: This figure shows the behavior of transient attack. Transient attack compromises the kernel “transiently” for tactive and remove its trace for
tinactive to avoid being detected. Assuming that
there exist a snapshot-based integrity monitor, it
may detect the second pulse but fail to detect the
first one. The transient attack with lower tactive may
have more chance to attack the host system successfully

Our Transient Attack Model
and Examples

snapshot-based approach would be to increase the rate of
memory snapshot-taking or to randomize the snapshot interval. Frequent memory snapshots will, however, inevitably
impose a high performance overhead on the host system.
Also, random snapshot timings may not properly represent
the system status and will produce either snapshots with
little differences or snapshots with a long time interval in
between. Therefore, we conclude that snapshot-based integrity monitors are simply not apt for detection of transient
attacks. That is, an event-triggered solution is essential to
cope with transient kernel attacks.

As a concrete example that we can test and observe, we
devised a simple rootkit that exhibits transient characteristics. The rootkit acts similar to the traditional Linux kernel
rootkits in the wild. Inspired by J. Wei et al.’s work, we
implemented the rootkit to repeat modification and reversion in a fixed time interval using the Linux timer. Our
example rootkit modifies the system call function pointers
in sys call table to hijack the control flow of the system call.
To be more specific on Linux system call hooking, the Linux
system call table takes a form of an array of pointers. Each
entry in the table points to a corresponding system call such
as sys read, sys write, and many more. The adversary could
effortlessly hijack these system calls by inserting a function
between the sys call table and the actual system call. The
example rootkit simply performs the old-fashioned system
call hooking, but the timer-triggered operation allows us to
illustrate the transient rootkit characteristics.

3.3

   

4.

VIGILARE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Vigilare is designed to collect the data stream in the host
system’s memory bus to overcome the limitations of memorysnapshot inspection. Figure 2 shows high level design of the
Vigilare system. The Vigilare system is mainly composed of
two components: Snooper and Verifier. Snooper is a hardware component which collects the traffic and transfers it to
Verifier. Verifier is a compact computer system optimized to
analyze the data in order to determine the integrity of the
host system. In our prototype, Verifier is placed along with
Snooper for simplicity and performance. There are several
requirements that the Vigilare system needs to meet, so that
it does not fail to detect important kernel status changes
that appear in the bus traffic. In this section, we describe
these requirements of the Vigilare system.

Difficulties of Detecting Transient Attacks

In order to successfully detect transient attacks, the detection system needs to operate on an event-triggered mechanism; snapshot analysis or other periodic checks are likely
to miss out the events in between the snapshots. Imagine
a snapshot-based integrity monitor was launched to detect
the transient attack model shown in Figure 1. If the author
of the kernel rootkit can properly adjust the duration of the
attack tactive and the time of dormancy tinactive , he could
completely evade the snapshot-based monitors; by staying
dormant at the time of memory snapshot and becoming active in between the snapshots, the rootkit can capably fool
the snapshot-based monitor. In the experiment, we designed
our rootkit to have tinactive infinite, in order to measure the
abilities of monitors to detect single pulse of attack.
A possible temporary solution to the limitation of the

4.1

Selective Bus-traffic Collection
and Sufficient Computing Power

In the Vigilare system, Verifier analyzes the filtered collection of bus traffic that Snooper provides. A bus bandwidth that is higher than Vigilare’s computing speed can be
problematic. The AHB (Advanced High-performance Bus)
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traffic so that the Verifier can avoid the handling of unrelated bursty traffic.




4.3



 





Hardware-based integrity monitor has its advantage in the
independence from the host system. Since it does not rely
on the core functionalities of the host system kernel, the integrity of the host system does not affect the integrity of
the Vigilare system. To further augment this strength of
Vigilare, the memory interface of the Vigilare system and
interrupt handling of Verifier were designed with considerations for independence.
The memory of the Vigilare system contains all the programs and data used by the Vigilare system. The host system must not be able to access this memory in any way.
There are two possible ways of meeting this requirement.
The use of separate memory for the Vigilare system is the
first option. By using a separate memory and memory controller inaccessible from the host system, the Vigilare memory becomes physically tamper-free. The second option is
to implement a memory region controller which specifically
drops all memory operation requests from the host system.
The second option may reduce the cost of hardware implementation compared to that of building a completely separate memory for Vigilare.
The interrupt handling in Verifier can be a factor that
undermines the independence from the host system. Thus,
any circumstances that might trigger interrupts to Verifier
should be carefully designed. More specifically, the peripherals controlled by host system should have no or limited
ways of introducing interrupts to the Vigilare system.



Figure 2: This is a high-level design of the Vigilare system. C1 through CN indicates the hardware
components of the host system which connects each
other via the system bus, such as main processor,
memory controller, or network interface. The Vigilare system includes a Snooper that has hardware
connections to the system bus of the host system to
be monitored. Verifier analyzes the filtered traffic
that Snooper provides.
included in AMBA 2 (Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture) [6], which was used in the host system of our prototype is a good example of such problem. Every cycle, 4 byte
address and 4 byte data is transferred to memory controller
through the bus along with a few more bits of bus-specific
signals. Thus, we cannot process the stream of bus traffic
in one cycle with a general purpose 32 bit machine. Therefore, Snooper must be designed with a selective bus-traffic
collection algorithm; it should recognize only meaningful information while truncating other unnecessary traffic data
flow.
The required time to process a filtered collection of traffic is also related to the computing power of Verifier. The
more computing power Verifier has, the less time would be
required to process the same collection of traffic. Verifier’s
computing power must be predetermined in the design process, so that it provides just enough processing power yet
does not introduce excessive power consumption.

4.2

Integrity of the Vigilare System

5.

PROTOTYPE DESIGN

In this section, we describe our prototypes that we used
for evaluating snoop-based monitoring. We designed and implemented two SoC prototypes: SnoopMon and SnapMon.
Each SoC consists of a host system and an integrity monitor. SnapMon is an example of a snapshot-based monitor,
and SnoopMon, which is a prototype of the Vigilare system,
exhibits a snoop-based integrity monitoring scheme. Each
monitor investigates the integrity of immutable regions of
the Linux kernel. We first explain the host system and the
immutable regions of Linux kernel as background information, and then we describe the details of SnoopMon and
SnapMon designs.

Handling Bursty Traffic

Just filtering out some traffic may not allow sufficient time
to process all collections of traffic to Verifier. Filtering may
reduce the processing load imposed on Verifier processor and
enables Vigilare to cooperate with high bandwidth systems.
However, even selective filtering does not guarantee that the
rate of bus traffic collected is steady and expect-able. That
is, a deluge of meaningful information may coincidentally
congregate within a short period of time, overwhelming the
computing power of Verifier.
The most intuitive workaround would be to add a FIFO
(first-in first-out) queue to Snooper to address the problem.
Unfortunately, it does not effectively remedy the problem.
First of all, implementing a FIFO for the specific architecture will inevitably bring up the hardware cost. In addition,
it is rather difficult to estimate the proper size of FIFO and
we cannot afford to discard the critical information when
FIFO becomes full.
A better approach is to build a more abstract, interpretable
data from the raw bus-traffic data in Snooper. It would require more logic implementation to make Snooper more complex. However, it would be much more efficient than simply
increasing FIFO queue or equipping Verifier with powerful
processor, since Snooper can filter and summarize the bus

5.1

Host System

We used the Leon3 processor as a host system’s main processor which is a 32-bit processor [5] based on SPARC V8
architecture [27] provided by Gaisler. It is designed for embedded software with low complexity and low power consumption. The Leon3 processor has seven stage pipeline
with Harvard architecture and runs at 50MHz in our prototype SoC. It has 16KB instruction cache and 16KB data
cache. The system uses 64MB SDRAM as a main memory and has some peripherals for debugging. It runs the
Snapgear Linux [15] which is an embedded Linux customized
for the processor and runs kernel version of 2.6.21.1. We
monitored the integrity of the Linux kernel with two monitors: SnoopMon and SnapMon. We provide more details
about the specific target of monitoring and discuss an issue
related to the use of virtual memory in Linux kernel.
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5.2 Immutable Regions of Linux Kernel

5.4

We first describe immutable regions of the Linux kernel
that we monitored in the experiment. We define immutable
regions as the regions that are critical to the operating system integrity such that any modifications on the regions are
deemed malicious. Protecting the integrity of immutable
regions should be the highest priority, since modification to
immutable regions in the attacker’s favor would be the most
critical because the immutable kernel region constitutes critical component in the OS and any compromise in this region
would seriously affect all the application running on top of
the OS. Therefore, our prototype of SnoopMon focuses on
monitoring the immutable regions of kernel and it is the
main issue in this paper.
As the target of integrity monitoring, we included kernel
code region, system call table and Interrupt Descriptor Table (IDT). Kernel code region is the most obvious example
of immutable regions; the basic functionalities of the kernel must not be modified after the bootstrap. These should
never be modified at runtime. The system call table is another good example of immutable regions. Hijacking the
kernel’s system call often serves as an efficient way to control the kernel in the favor of an attacker. Modifying the
system call table of the Linux kernel is a popular way to
intercept the execution flow of the victimized system. The
Linux system call table takes a form of an array of pointers. Each entry in the table points to a corresponding system calls such as sys read, sys write, and many more. The
adversary could effortlessly hijack these system calls by inserting a function between the syscall table and the actual
system call handlers. Most user mode applications as well
as kernel mode ones, rely on the basic system calls to communicate with file system, networking, process information,
and other functionalities. Therefore, taking control of the
system call table enables one to control the entire kernel
from the bottom.
IDT is also an important immutable region as a critical
gateway that kernel system calls pass through. By subverting such a low level system call invocation procedure, it is
possible to hijack the system calls before even reaching the
system call table.

We describe our SnoopMon design and explain how our
design meets the requirements we proposed in Section 4.
Figure 3 shows key design features of SnoopMon. To prevent
any modifications to the immutable region that we explained
in Section 5.2, we specifically capture any write operation on
those intervals of addresses.
We implemented our SnoopMon as a separate computer
system that consists of one Leon3 processor, Snooper, 2MB
SRAM, several peripherals and the bus that interconnects
them. This configuration makes the memory and the memory interface of the Vigilare system to be separate from the
host system. Moreover, the host system cannot access any
peripheral of the Vigilare system and is also incapable of
triggering interrupts to the Verifier. Therefore the Vigilare
system design meets the requirement in Section 4.3.
As in computer systems in general, there are L1 caches
that connects the system bus and the processor. So there
are two links between the processor and the main memory:
L1 caches and the system bus. Modifying L1 cache link in
most computers is difficult or sometimes impossible while
adjusting the structure of the system bus is relatively more
flexible. For instance, ARM architecture can easily adopt
Vigilare’s system bus architecture.
The Vigilare system has hardware connections to the host
system bus to snoop its traffic. However, an attempt to
read the main memory content that is in the cache, may not
generate corresponding read request on the bus. The bus
traffic that indicates read attempts will be generated only
when cache-miss occurs. The time that the traffic of write
attempts is generated depends on the type of cache: writethrough cache or write-back cache. In case of write-through
cache, all write attempts by processor may generate the corresponding packets on the bus. In case of write-back cache,
the write attempts from processor may not be seen immediately on the bus, because the write-back cache does not
commit all the memory updates immediately to the memory.
Thus, it is plausible to devise a transient attack that can live
on write-back cache before the updated cache contents are
flushed to the memory bus. However, predicting the time of
the write-back cache flushing is not trivial, so implementing
such a rootkit would be nearly impossible. Even if an attacker successfully performed the attack, it generates dirty
bits in cache lines of immutable regions, and it will be written back. Thus we can detect the attack by snooping the
write traffic to the memory. Most caches write back dirty
bits even when it is restored to original value, so any cache
attack on immutable region generates corresponding write
traffic on the links between caches and memories, where
SnoopMon snoops. Simply enforcing write-through policy
on the host caches would also be an alternative solution.

5.3

Physical Addresses of Immutable Regions

As stated in [20], the virtual memory space used by the
Linux generates semantic gap between the host system and
the external monitor; independent monitors like Vigilare has
no access to the paging files that manages the mapping between the virtual address space and physical memory address. Moreover, the operating system’s paging mechanism
often swaps out less frequently used pages to hard disk space.
However, the location in the kernel memory space in which
the static region of kernel resides, is determined at boot
time. Thus, we can reliably locate and monitor the important symbols within the static region. The virtual address of
the kernel text is found in “/boot/System.map” file, which
lists a numerous symbols used by the kernel; it is a look-up
table that contains physical addresses of symbol names. The
symbol text and etext signifies the start and the end of the
kernel’s text section. The physical address of syscall table
and IDT is also determined at compile time so we can make
use of them for monitoring.

5.5

SnoopMon

SnapMon

To better compare our snoop-based monitoring scheme
with traditional snapshot-based method, we also implemented
a snapshot-based integrity monitor. Our SnapMon design
follows snapshot-based security monitors which were often
represented by Copilot [20]. We implemented the hardware
of SnapMon by replacing the Snooper with a DMA (Direct
Memory Access)-capable memory interface. Hence, SnapMon uses the DMA to get the snapshot of the immutable
regions of host system’s kernel periodically. SnapMon calculates the hash value for each kernel region snapshot, and
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Figure 3: This diagram shows the architecture of our prototype with SnoopMon. SnoopMon has its own
memory and peripherals for its independence from host system. It snoops host system bus traffic with
Snooper. Snooper delivers traffic that indicates write attempts to immutable regions of host system kernel.
The peripherals of SnoopMon includes debug interface for out-of-band reporting.
compares it against the pre-calculated hash value of the unmodified immutable region. The Verifier logic for SnapMon
is rather simple; it only compares the two hash values to
locate any modifications. In order to implement the monitoring functionality on the hardware, we used the processor for hashing the contents and some memory spaces to
store snapshots. The memory we used for SnoopMon was
sufficient for SnapMon since the size of immutable region
in kernel was less than 1MB. However, the processing time
was longer than we had expected; it took about 5 seconds
to hash them using the processor on Verifier. Consequently,
we included a hash accelerator in SnapMon to shorten the
processing time to a reasonable level; and it improved to be
about 1.3ms to hash one snapshot.

6.

mance significantly. For instance, performance degradation
due to SnapMon with 50ms interval was measured to be
17.5% on average, 10% in the best case, and about 40% in
the worst case. If the snapshot interval is greater than 1 second, we have less performance degradation, 0.5% on average.
This performance degradation does not include the potential overhead that can be caused by the memory bandwidth
consumption on the host with many competing processes
for memory access. In our experiment, there is no other
process competing for the memory bandwidth except the
benchmarks. The performance degradation also depends on
the size of the immutable region, as it determines the size
of snapshots to be taken and be transferred over. Since the
Linux we used is tuned for embedded systems, the size of immutable region of the kernel that we implemented for testing
was less than 1 Mbytes.

EVALUATION

In this section we present results of our experiments about
SnoopMon and SnapMon. We performed two experiments to
compare the performance degradation and the ability to detect transient attacks of each scheme. In case of SnapMon,
the interval of snapshots significantly affects both performance degradation and ability to detect transient attacks.
We varied SnapMon’s interval to observe its effect on both
detection rates and performance degradation. SnoopMon
does not have any parameter that possibly affects the result
of experiments so we used only one type of SnoopMon.

6.2

Transient Attack

Another objective of experiment was to observe the performance on detecting transient attacks. To compare the
ability to detect the attacks, we built a rootkit example that
performs transient attack, and measured the probability of
detecting a pulse of an attack when we used each monitor.
We implemented a rootkit example for our experiment
that meets the definition of transient attack in Section 3.
Figure 1 shows how our rootkit example works. It modifies
the system call table of the Linux kernel to hook some of the
system calls. After tactive , it removes its hooks by modifying
the system call table as it has been before. After tinactive ,
it hooks the system call as it did before. In our experiment,
we measured the probability of detecting one pulse of the
attack, depending on tactive . We generated 500 pulses and
measured how many of them were detected by each monitor.
Figure 5 shows the results of the experiments. SnoopMon
detects all the pulses of attacks for all tactive , while SnapMon
misses many of the transient attacks. SnapMon with 50ms
snapshot interval detects all the pulses which have tactive
greater than 50ms, but SnapMon with 1000ms snapshot interval cannot detect more than 5% of the pulses when tactive
is less than 50ms. The results show that it is necessary to

6.1 Performance Degradation
STREAM benchmark is widely used for measuring the
memory bandwidth of a computer system. We used a tuned
version of STREAM benchmark [18] to measure the performance degradations imposed on the host system. The original version uses double precision numbers for measuring the
bandwidth but the Leon3 processor does not have floating
point units. Thus, we tuned it to use integer numbers for
measuring.
We let the tuned STREAM benchmark run on host system while each monitor is running. We averaged 1000 experiments to acquire more accurate results. As Figure 4
shows, SnoopMon does not degrade the performance at all,
while SnapMon with shorter intervals degrades the perfor-
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Figure 5: Ratio of detected attacks for each monitor. Numbers in legend indicates tactive of each pulse
in the attacks in millisecond. This shows SnoopMon detects all the attacks while SnapMon cannot.
The graph shows that SnapMon detects all the attacks having tactive larger than or equals to its snapshot interval. However, if tactive becomes lower than
snapshot interval, the ratio of detection decreases as
tactive decreases. Transient attacks that are active for
1000ms were mostly detected, but when the attack
is short-lived tactive becomes 10ms, the ratio of detected attack drops significantly ranging from 2% to
20%. If tactive become lower than snapshot interval,
the ratio of detection decreases as tactive decreases.

increase the snapshot frequency significantly for SnapMon
to reliably detect transient attacks.

Discussions

These two experimental results show that snapshot-based
monitoring has trade-off between the performance degradation and the ability to detect transient attacks. With snapshot interval higher than 1 second, the SnapMon may cause
little performance degradation but it misses out some transient attacks. Even the rootkit example with tactive 500ms,
SnapMon with snapshot interval 1 second could only detect
about 50% of them. In order to detect most of transient attacks, we need to lower the snapshot interval of monitoring
but it results in significant performance degradation of the
host system. However, SnoopMon which uses snoop-based
monitoring detects all the transient attacks with little or no
performance degradation.

Our next step in Vigilare project will be to design and implement a control flow integrity solution using our already
implemented Snooper architecture. More specifically, a detection algorithm that senses each context-switching in the
kernel space should be implemented to successfully detect
control flow hijackings. Furthermore, a more elaborate semantic detection algorithm should be developed in order to
detect malicious kernel manipulations in the dynamic region.

7.2

Relocation Attack

Our SnoopMon cannot deal with relocation attacks. The
relocation attack refers to moving the entire or parts of kernel to another location to stay out of the range of integrity
monitoring. However, relocating, or copying of a large volume of the kernel code will inevitably produce an abnormal
bus traffic pattern. Therefore, we expect that Vigilare would
be capable of detecting such attacks with a prior knowledge
of the existence of such attack patterns.
This assumption varies across different computer architectures. If the system uses Harvard architecture, it would
be relatively easier to detect the relocation attacks. For the
initial relocation, the attacker should read the kernel code
as data, not as instruction. Since such behavior is quite unusual, we can detect it by analyzing the traffic. Even for the
systems based on the Von Neumann architecture, the traffic
pattern on the immutable regions under relocation attacks
would be far from normal status. In both cases, snapshotbased monitoring would not be helpful since it gets only an
instance of the system state, not the sequence of actions
changing the states.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this section, we discuss about some limitations, and
future works.

7.1

500

SnoopMon SnapMon SnapMon SnapMon
50ms
100ms
500ms
Type of Monitor

Figure 4: Performance degradation due to each
monitor. Numbers in legend indicates tactive of each
pulse in the attack in millisecond. SnapMon with
shorter snapshot interval (i.e., increased snapshot
frequency) degrades performance of the host more.
For instance, performance degradation for SnapMon
with 50ms snapshot interval is 17.5% on average,
10% in the best case and about 40% in the worst
case, while SnoopMon has no performance degradation on the host.
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50

Dynamic Kernel Region Manipulations

The most prominent trend in the latest kernel rootkit
technique is the dynamic kernel region manipulation. In
order to evade the common rootkit detection tools that easily detect obvious static kernel hooking, the forgers of kernel
rootkits are looking aside to DKOM (direct kernel object manipulation). By directly modifying dynamically created and
removed kernel data structures that are used in core kernel
operations, the attackers can manipulate the system status
in a stealthy manner. In addition, ensuring the integrity of
static immutable regions does not necessarily guarantee the
integrity of the control flow of kernel [22].
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7.3 Power Consumption Analysis

toring [13, 17, 25, 26]. The idea is to include only essential
software components to minimize the attack surface for software vulnerabilities. Some of such works used static analysis
to ensure that their hypervisor is vulnerability-less. SecVisor, the most well-known work of among such approaches,
introduced higher performance degradation than the popular hypervisor software Xen.
Recently, Rhee et al [24] proposed an event-driven integrity monitor based on hypervisor. With event-driven nature, it can be considered as a hypervisor version of snoopbased monitoring. However, the security of the integrity
monitor itself heavily relies on the premise that the hypervisors are vulnerability free. Besides, it reported non-negligent
performance degradation.

The Vigilare system might increase the total power consumption of the entire system, due to additional hardware.
However, the opposite is often true as well because replacing
the functionalities of software with a hardware module decreases overall power consumption as it improves efficiency.
More work is needed to compare the amount of increased
power consumption for each type of monitors.

7.4 Vigilare on Various Platforms
We evaluated the concept of Vigilare on a small and simple embedded system but the concept might be applicable
on other platforms: desktops, servers, or application processors for mobile devices. All these platforms have link between processors and memories. Applying Vigilare to these
platforms, however, may not be straightforward since each
platform has its own characteristics and restriction. Designing Vigilare for each platform would be a part of our future
work.

8.

8.2

Hardware-based Approaches

Another approach in implementing a kernel integrity monitor out of operating system is attaching an independent
hardware component. The idea of securing operating system
using SMP (Symmetric Multi-Processor) was first proposed
by Hollingworth et al. [16]. Later, X.Zhang et al. proposed
IDS (Intrusion Detection System) based on a coprocessor
independent from the main processor [30]. Petroni et al.
designed and implemented Copilot [20], which is a kernel
runtime integrity monitor operating on a coprocessor PCIcard. More snapshot-based works followed after Copilot and
inherited the limitations of snapshot-based mechanism presented in Copilot. [8, 21].
Intel also contributed to the trend, by presenting a hardwarebased support snapshot-based rootkit detection called as
DeepWatch [10]. J. Wang et al. designed HyperCheck [28]
which is an integrity monitor for hypervisors based on a PCI
card and the SMM (System Management Mode) [12]. A. M.
Azab et al also proposed a framework called HyperSentry [7]
for monitoring the integrity of hypervisors with their agent
planted in the SMM. The critical drawback of using SMM
for security monitoring is that all system activities must halt
upon entering SMM. It implies the host system has to stop,
every time the integrity monitor on SMM runs. DeepWatch
and HyperCheck focused on building a safe execution environment but they both utilized memory snapshots for integrity verification.
In all, most of the hardware-based approaches use memory
or register snapshots [20, 28] as the source of system status
information. However, they are inapt for monitoring instant
changes occur in the host system and thus vulnerable to advanced attacks such as transient attacks. HyperSentry [7]
also uses the state of host system at certain points of time,
when the independent auditor stops the host system and execute the agent. Thus, this can be considered as a snapshotbased monitor along with Copilot [20] and HyperCheck [28],
in the sense that they all use the periodically acquired status
information. Our approach is fundamentally different from
the previous snapshot-based approaches on hardware-based
integrity monitors since our Vigilare is snoop-based monitor.

RELATED WORKS

In this section, we explain previous approaches on protecting the integrity of an operating system kernel, which
includes: kernel integrity monitors, rootkit detectors, and
intrusion detection systems. The dilemma in designing such
tools is that the security monitoring tool itself can be tampered with, if the malware operates on the same privilege
level as that of the monitors. To cope with this problem,
many security researchers strive to make their security monitors independent from the system that is being monitored.
A separated and tamper-free execution environment must
be preceded before any advanced detection scheme. [9]
We can categorize prior works that aim to provide a solution to the problem, into two groups: hardware-based approaches and hypervisor-based approaches. We summarize
these approaches for the rest of this section.

8.1 Hypervisor-based Approaches
Virtualization solutions, commonly called VMMs (Virtual
Machine Monitors) or Hypervisors are widely used nowadays
to efficiently distribute computing power among different
types of needs. Since the hypervisor resides in between the
hardware and the virtual machines, the hypervisor possess
the scope to manage and monitor the virtualized operating
systems.
There has been quite a few works that take advantage
of hypervisors for monitoring the security of the virtualized
computers. One of the first in such works was Livewire [14]
proposed by Garfinkel et al. Livewire proposed security
monitor installed virtual machines. More ideas based on
hypervisor has been proposed and implemented on popular
hypervisors such as Xen [22, 23].
Although positioned underneath and separated from the
virtual machines, it has been warned that the hypervisors
can be also exploited with software vulnerabilities. Many
vulnerabilities of Xen are already reported and amended [1,
2, 3, 4]. The discovery of hypervisor vulnerabilities might
continue as the hypervisors are expanding in terms of code
size and software complexity. This implies that the hypervisor might not be a safe independent execution environment,
which is an imperative requirement for a security monitor.
There has been attempts to design minimal hypervisors
for more secure execution environment for security moni-

8.3

Snooping Bus Traffic

Snooping bus traffic is well known concept as shown in
these two prior works. Clarke et al. [11] proposed to add
special hardware between caches and external memories to
monitor the integrity of external memory. The aim of this
work is to ensure that the value read from an address is the
same as the value last written to that address. It can defeat
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attacks to integrity of external memory, but cannot address
rootkits nor monitor the integrity of operating system kernel,
unlike Vigilare System.
BusMop [19] designed a snoop-based monitor which is
similar to our SnoopMon, but the objective of BusMop is
different from SnoopMon. BusMop is designed to monitor
behavior of peripherals. Unlike BusMop, SnoopMon is to
monitor the integrity of operating system kernel. To the
best of our knowledge, Vigilare is the first snoop based approach to monitor OS kernel integrity while all of the previous approaches in this area were based on taking periodic
snapshots.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed snoop-based monitoring, a
novel scheme for monitoring the integrity of kernel. We investigated several requirements on implementing our scheme
and designed the Vigilare system and its snoop-based monitoring. We focused on contributing improvements over the
previous approaches in two main aspects: detecting transient attacks and minimizing performance degradation. To
draw the contrast between Vigilare’s SnoopMon and snapshotbased integrity monitoring, we implemented SnapMon which
represents snapshot-based architecture. We pointed out that
the snapshot-based integrity monitors are inherently vulnerable against transient attacks and presented our Vigilare
system as a solution. In our experiment, we demonstrated
that SnoopMon-powered Vigilare is capable of effectively
coping with transient attacks that violate the integrity of
the immutable regions of the kernel, while snapshot-based
approach had their limitations. In addition, we also investigated the performance impact on the host system using
STREAM benchmark [18], and showed that Vigilare, due to
its independent hardware module for bus snooping, imposes
no performance degradation on the host. Snapshot-based
integrity monitoring proved to be unsuitable for detecting
transient attacks in general; it is inefficient because of the
trade-off between detection rates and performance degradation; higher snapshot frequencies might improve the detection rates, but the performance suffers from the overused
memory bandwidth. In all, Vigilare overcomes the limitation of snapshot-based integrity monitors with snoop-based
architecture.
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